Abstract Focused information retrieval is concerned with the retrieval of small units of information. In this context, the structure of the documents as well as the proximity among query terms have been found useful for improving retrieval effectiveness. In this article, we propose an approach combining the proximity of the terms and the tags which mark these terms. Our approach is based on a Fetch and Browse method where the fetch step is performed with BM25 and the browse step with a structure enhanced proximity model. In this way, the ranking of a document depends not only upon the existence of the query terms within the document but also upon the tags which mark these terms. Thus, the document tends to be highly relevant when query terms are close together and are emphasized by tags. The evaluation of this model on a large XML structured collection provided by the INEX 2010 XML IR evaluation campaign shows that the use of term proximity and structure improves the retrieval effectiveness of BM25 in the context of focused information retrieval.
retrieval. In fact, focused information retrieval covers structured document retrieval and XML retrieval which are both concerned with the development of models for querying and retrieving relevant parts from structured documents whose structure is usually encoded with mark-up languages, such as HTML, SGML and now predominantly XML [28, 29] . In such languages, the logical structure, defined by the logical tags, is used to mark the boundary of parts of the document which have coherence and which could be returned to the user, if they are considered as relevant by the system. Such elements are called logical elements. This is the case, for example, of article or section. However, the mark-up languages include other tags in addition to the logical tags, for instance, formatting tags like STRONG or I in HTML. Figure 1 presents an XML article from the INEX Wikipedia collection (cf. Sect. 4.1), containing five logical tags (article, bdy, header, p, sec), one link tag (link) and two formatting tags (b, it).
In the following, we assume that the non-logical tags do not break the document into logical elements. However, they can be useful for information retrieval. Indeed, focused information retrieval has not only been concerned with the retrieval of shorter units of information, delimited by logical tags, but also with the exploitation of every tag in order to improve the detection of relevant information in answer to specific user needs. The hypothesis underlying this approach is that the tags are used to emphasize words and consequently they can also be used to find relevant information. For instance, a word is undoubtedly more important if <topic id="2010014" ct_no="329"> <title>composer museum</title> <description>Documents or parts of documents that describe or identify a museum dedicated or which has a significant section dedicated to a composer</description> <narrative>I want to know the museum that are dedicated to or which have a significant section dedicated to a composer. Other music related museum which are not dedicated to a composer are not relevant (for instance a museum of musical instruments)</narrative> </topic> it appears within certain sections of a document (a title, a caption, etc.). In the same way, it does not have the same emphasis if it appears in a particular font (bold, italics, etc.). From this perspective, a solution for taking into account the tags consists of improving the bag-ofwords models (tf · idf , BM25, etc.) in such a way that the ranking of a document depends not only upon the existence of the query terms within the document but also upon the tags which mark these terms [27] . This approach has already been explored in the context of IR [7, 37, 39, 42, 46] . In the context of focused IR, it was also used to improve the vector space model [48] as well as the probabilistic models [31, 49] .
Additionally, other models seem very promising in the context of focused information retrieval, notably those based on the proximity of the query terms in the documents. The hypothesis behind the use of proximity is that the closer the query terms appear in a document, the more likely the document is to be relevant. We can illustrate this intuition by an example corresponding to the information need 2010014 of the INEX 2010 campaign in which the title field is "composer museum" (see Fig. 2 ). Figure 3 presents an example of a document that is not relevant and Fig. 4 an example of a document that is relevant. In both documents, the two terms 'composer' and 'museum' appear. They are closer in the relevant document.
The proximity based approach is interesting in the context of focused information retrieval since it would favor small extracts of documents containing a great number of occurrences of the query terms. A previous study showed that, in itself, this method is not sufficient to fulfill the focused retrieval task because it returns a very low number of documents [3] . Thus, it was suggested that focused retrieval should be performed in two steps: Fetch and Browse [10] . The first step (fetch step) aims at identifying full articles, while the second step (browse step) focuses on passages within the retrieved articles [33] . Based on this paradigm, we introduce an enhanced version of a proximity based model that we propose to combine with BM25. Thus, BM25 is used for the fetch step and the proximity model for the browse one. Moreover, in this extended version of the proximity model, the proximity score is computed by taking into account the tags. In this way, we assume in our approach firstly that the closer the query terms appear in a document the more likely the document is to be relevant and secondly that the tags allow the relevant terms to be emphasized.
However, the use of some proximity based models remains limited because they require Boolean queries and very few users are able to formulate their needs in this way: Usually the queries are expressed with a few keywords [36] . For this reason, we also propose an automatic method to convert a list of keywords into a Boolean query in order to overcome this limitation.
In summary, the main contributions of this article are as follows:
-a focused information retrieval method based on a Fetch and Browse approach, where the fetch step is performed with BM25 and the browse step with a novel structure enhanced proximity model; -the integration of structural hints in the proximity score based on a learning stage to estimate tag ability to distinguish relevant terms from others; -a method to convert a list of keywords into a Boolean query and a preliminary study on the impact of the type of queries: manually built Boolean queries or automatic Boolean queries;
-an evaluation on a large XML structured collection: the INEX 2010 collection consisting of documents extracted from Wikipedia, information needs and relevance judgments. This collection is presented in Sect. 4.1.
A more formal presentation of the model appears in Sect. 3 after a presentation of related work in Sect. 2. The experiments are detailed in Sect. 4, and the results are reported in Sect. 5 before the conclusion.
Related work
Luhn [32] was the first author to point out the interest of proximity for information retrieval. In information retrieval systems, several approaches have been proposed to take into account the proximity of term occurrences in the document. Among the first ones, we can mention the introduction of some operators in the Boolean query language model, for instance:
-NEAR which takes the value true when the two terms of the query connected by this operator appear in the document within a window smaller than a fixed or variable length; -SENTENCE which is true when the two connected terms appear within the same sentence; -PARAGRAPH which is true when the two connected terms appear within the same paragraph.
The first attempts at applying these operators in information retrieval systems were carried out with some success, but the experiments were performed on very small collections and the comparison against the quorum level 1 measure was not sufficient [22, 23] because of its weak effectiveness. Nevertheless, they confirm the intuition that proximity is useful.
In the following subsections, we present other recent works related to the use of proximity in the retrieval process. The first subsection is dedicated to models completely based on proximity scoring and the second one to research which improve a traditional model (either the vector space model or the Okapi probabilistic model). The third subsection presents models that use an influence function at each occurrence of a query term. Finally, the few approaches which use proximity with the structure of documents are presented in the fourth subsection.
Proximity based models
After Keen's studies, Clarke et al. [12] and Hawking and Thistlewaite [18] exploit similar ideas: To be relevant, a document should contain all the query concepts. Moreover, the closer and the more numerous these concepts appear in a document, the higher the score of the document. Their systems differ in the way they define the spans 2 that cover all the concepts and the way they compute the score attributed to this span, but the common idea is to select the shortest spans that contain all the concepts. As each concept could be represented by different terms, the queries used by their systems are Boolean queries in conjunctive normal form. In their experiments, these queries were manually built and some of them were quite long. Moreover, we can notice that these systems suffer from a low recall because a document can have a score different from zero only if it contains at least one instance of every concept.
In order to address this limitation, the authors have relaxed the queries in different ways. Clarke and Cormack [11] used a list of sub-queries where the first one was supposed to have a "high-precision" and the subsequent ones increase the recall. Cormack et al. [14] exploited the title field of the TREC topics as an automatic query. In their system, the documents are first ranked by the quorum level and then by the score computed with their previous method applied to the conjunction of the query terms that appear in the document. Further experiments showed that these methods are more useful with short queries [13] . This indicates that, with a purely conjunctive interpretation of the queries, too many terms tend to impose too many constraints.
We can note that it is not obvious how to extend these models to take into account the document structure. In our work, we retain from this previous research the idea of the conjunctive interpretation of queries with either manually or automatically built queries.
Integration of proximity in traditional models
Another way to take proximity into account consists of extending traditional information retrieval models and we distinguish three classes of approaches:
-combination of a proximity score to the usual score [2, 15, 38, 45] ; -addition of new dimensions into the term space: terms and n-grams [19, 35] ; -modification of the tf values in order to reward terms that appear close to the other terms of the query [9, 41] .
To complement the score used in traditional ranking models, many authors suggest measuring the proximity on every query term pair. Rasolofo and Savoy [38] enhance the Okapi BM25 model by adding a proximity measure for every query term pair. Their conclusion is that using proximity features "may potentially improve precision after retrieving a few documents" and could be useful for very short answers such as those looked for in questionanswering systems, which seems to confirm its usefulness for focused retrieval. Tao and Zhai [45] add to a BM25 or to a KL-divergence score a proximity score computed on query term pairs using for instance Minimum Pair Distance, Average Pair Distance or Maximum Pair Distance and they report that the first is highly correlated with the document relevance. Cummins and O'Riordan [15] discover different formulas with Genetic Programming that combine proximity measures based on query term pairs, while Bai et al. [2] use n-grams instead of term pairs and show that 3-to 5-grams improve the precision.
A different proximity based approach consists of adding new dimensions to the term space which is classically only composed of uniterms. Both Mishne and de Rijke [35] and He et al. [19] consider that every n-gram composed of the query terms is used as a uniterm in the standard vector space model while Metzler and Croft [34] use a similar approach within the language model framework. The experiments reported in these articles show mixed results depending on the collections and the size of the queries.
The third class of methods modify the term count tf (t, d) of term t in document d to take into account the proximity of other query terms. Büttcher et al. [9] count for each occurrence of term t a value greater than 1 when this occurrence is close to other query terms. Song et al. [41] extend this idea with a pseudo-tf which replaces the usual tf in the BM25 formula. None of these methods enforce the presence of all query terms in the documents. However, this was proven to be effective at the document level by Hearst [20] and also to obtain high precision by Clarke et al. [12] and Hawking and Thistlewaite [18] . For this reason, in our work, we use a proximity based model which enforces the presence of all query terms.
Models with influence functions
Besides the works detailed in the Sects. 2.1 and 2.2, another approach consists of assigning to each occurrence of a (query) term an influence over the positions in the document. The idea of influence functions is that the influence on relevance of a term occurrence at a given position reaches its maximum at this precise position and decreases around this position down to zero as the distance to the position increases. This idea was first presented by de Kretser and Moffat [26] and Tajima et al. [44] , but in the first work, the influence functions of the query terms are modulated in height and width according to idf , 3 while there is no modulation in the second. Kise et al. [25] proposed a very similar approach to that of de Kretser and Moffat [26] , and they report better effectiveness of their method in comparison with VSM (a vector space model), confirming the results obtained by de Kretser and Moffat, and also to PRF (a pseudo relevance feedback model) and LSI (Latent Semantic Indexing) with long documents.
Beigbeder and Mercier [5] introduce a model in which the influence functions are aggregated with fuzzy Boolean operators, but this entails formulating queries with the Boolean query model. However, this model is the only one that allows enforcement of the presence of all query terms by using a purely conjunctive query. Indeed, in this article, we propose an enhanced version of this last model in which we introduce a modulation of height and width as performed by de Kretser and Moffat [26] and Kise et al. [25] . However, unlike the aforementioned studies, the modulation is not based on idf data but on the tag weights.
Proximity and structure
Among the information retrieval ranking models which incorporate proximity, few of them also consider the structure. To our knowledge, there are only three proposals to this end. In the first one, Broschart and Schenkel [8] extend the proximity score initially introduced by Büttcher et al. [9] : The structure is taken into account when computing the distance between the term occurrences by introducing virtual gaps at the border of elements in accordance with the element tags. Experiments performed at the document level (classical IR) showed that proximity scoring improves the precision and secondly that the structure gives an additional improvement, but at the element level (focused IR), the effect of the structure is not positive. However, in their work, only the logical structure is considered. Moreover, the sizes of the gaps are chosen manually and, as pointed out by the authors, automatic methods should be applied to determine the appropriate gap sizes.
Svore et al. [43] extend the Song et al.'s method [41] . The presence or absence of some highlighting formatting tags (bold, italic, etc.) are used in the machine learning process input to score the documents. The evaluation confirms the improvement brought by proximity, but no conclusion can be drawn on the usefulness of using the formatting tags because in the presented results, their contribution is mixed with that of linguistic features.
The third and last proposal integrates the structure in the Beigbeder and Mercier's proximity model for flat documents and for two usages: The first one is the definition of logical units to be returned to the user, and the second one is the enlargement of the influence function range over whole sections when query terms appear in the title of the elements. However, non-logical tags are not taken into account in this work [4] .
Only Broschart and Schenkel [8] and Beigbeder [4] proposed methods to achieve focused retrieval. Moreover, only that of Beigbeder proved its effectiveness in this context. So, the present study is based on this method.
Further investigations were conducted. The first one is the extension to the focused Relevant in Context task as defined in the INEX 2010 campaign. The Beigbeder's method [4] addressed focused search but without the Relevant in Context constraint. In order to take into account this constraint, we use a Fetch and Browse method such that returned elements are grouped by documents. The second investigation concerns the tags: In Beigbeder's work, logical tags are manually defined and propagation is used for title tags ; in this work, tags are exploited by a learning process. The third investigation is a comparison of manual queries and automatic queries.
Scoring with proximity and tag weights
In our retrieval model, we apply a Fetch and Browse strategy as proposed by Chiaramella et al. [10] . In the fetch step, documents are ranked using a traditional BM25 model. In the browse step, parts of the documents returned in the fetch step are extracted and ranked. This ranking is performed with the proximity model improved with structural hints.
More precisely, the structure is exploited on three levels:
1. Firstly, the logical structure allows for the definition of the granularity of the elements which might be returned by the system to the user: the logical elements. 2. Then, the structure (through all the tags: logical tags and other tags) contributes to the relevance of a logical element for a given query. For this purpose, during a training step, we consider, for a given collection and a set of queries, a training set composed of the relevant elements corresponding to each query. These assessments are used to compute a weight for each tag, based upon the probability that the tag is able to distinguish between relevant and non-relevant terms. On the one hand, the larger the relevant passages marked by a tag are, the higher their weight is. On the other hand, the larger the non-relevant passages marked by a tag are, the lower their weight is. 3. Finally, during the query step, the weights of the tags which mark the query terms are considered in the ranking function. For this purpose, we define, around each occurrence in the document of a query term, a text area which is influenced by this occurrence. We measure this influence with a function, called influence function. Then, the influence functions of the query terms are combined with the tag weights in order to compute the score of the elements.
A more formal presentation of this model is given in the next sections.
Notations
Let D be a set of structured XML documents and T the set of terms built from D. In order to illustrate our purpose, we consider a simplified version of the INEX "Handel House Museum" article introduced in Sect. 1 (cf. Fig. 5 ). We note B the set of tags which appear in the collection. Among these tags, we distinguish B l , the set of logical tags such as article, section, p, and B t , the set of other tags corresponding, for instance, to formatting tags like strong or italic: B = B l ∪ B t . In our example, B l = {article, bdy, p}. The tags define the set E of elements that correspond to parts of documents. These elements are named with their XPath designation. The subset E l of E is the set of logical elements: These are the elements that are delimited by logical tags. These elements are the only ones which can be returned to the user. In the example given in Fig. 5, E(d 1 ) denotes the set of elements defined by document d 1 including the logical elements d1/article [1] , d1/article [1] /bdy [1] and d1/article [1] /bdy [1] / p [1] .
In the proximity based model, introduced in Beigbeder and Mercier [5] , a document d is defined as a function which associates a term t ∈ T to each position x in the document:
The set of positions in the document d where one occurrence of term t ∈ T appears is noted d −1 (t) and |d| is the size of the document, i.e., its number of word occurrences. In the example, |d 1 | equals 32, while d −1 1 (museum) is the set {2, 6} since the word museum appears at position 2 and at position 6 in the document d 1 . An element e ∈ E is characterized by the positions of its first and its last term: x 1 (e) and x 2 (e). For example, the first and the last position of the element d1/article [1] / header [1] /title [1] are, respectively, 0 and 2. We note e(x), the deepest element (in the XML tree) that surrounds the position x, and e l (x), the deepest logical element that surrounds this position. In order to compute the score s(q, e) of an element e, given a query q, this model introduces the influence function of a term on a position and the influence of a query on a position. These notions are briefly presented in the following sections. An extended presentation can be found in [4] .
Structure enhanced proximity model

Influence of a term on a position
Firstly, given a document d, we compute the influence of one occurrence of term t at position i on one position x with an influence function. Any function with the three following properties is acceptable:
-symmetric around i, -decreasing with the distance to i, -maximum (value 1) reached at i.
The simplest one is a linearly decreasing function centered around i:
where k is a parameter which controls the size of the influence area, i.e., the zone where the influence of the occurrence of term t is not zero. The curves of such functions have a triangle shape, so we call them triangle functions. When the distance between x and i is greater than k, the influence is zero-that is to say that the occurrence of term t at position i is too far from position x to influence it. Moreover, the influence is limited to the logical element e l (i) that surrounds the position i of the occurrence of the query term t. For this reason, we take the product of the triangle function by the characteristic function 1 e l (i) of the position range that belongs to the logical element e l (i). Lastly, the influence must be that of the nearest occurrence of the term t, which can be obtained with max i∈d −1 (t) because the influence function is symmetric and decreases with the distance. So, the influence p d t (x) of the term t on the position x in the document d is defined by Figure 6 shows the influence of the terms composer and museum (extracted from the topic previously presented in Fig. 2 ) on each position x between 0 and 31, in the illustrative document d 1 , given in Fig. 5 , with k = 7. This small value of k leads to readable figures, but in the experiments, the parameter k is set to 200, because firstly Hearst [20] suggests to use windows of 100 to 300 words and secondly that roughly provides influence areas of the size of a paragraph. 
Influence of a query on a position
As previously mentioned, the influences of the query terms on a position are used to compute the influence of a query on a position, which is used itself to compute the score of the elements for this query. This influence of a query on a position is defined as follows. In the simplest case, where a query q contains only one term t ∈ T , the influence of the query on a position x equals the influence of the term t on the position x:
In the other cases, the query q is defined, as in the Boolean model, by a tree with conjunctive and disjunctive nodes. Formula 3 is used on the leaves of the tree and the two following equations are used on the other nodes. The influence of a conjunctive query "q 1 AND q 2 " is the minimum of the influence functions of its sub-queries: Fig. 7 Influence of the queries q ex1 = "composer AND museum" and q ex2 = "composer OR museum"
Similarly, the influence of a disjunctive query "q 1 OR q 2 " is the maximum of the influence functions of its sub-queries:
These formulas are used recursively during a post-order traversal of the query tree to compute the influence on the root of the tree, that is to say the influence of the query itself. Figure 7 shows the influence of the queries q ex1 = "composer AND museum" and q ex2 = "composer OR museum" to the positions of document d 1 .
Score of an element
Given a query q and a logical element e characterized by the positions of its first and its last terms (x 1 (e) and x 2 (e)), the proximity score s p (q, e) of e for q equals the sum of the influence of the query q on each position of e, normalized by the size of e: 
We can note that the normalization by the number of occurrences of terms in the element favors the short elements, which is advantageous in the context of focused information retrieval.
In our example, the score of the logical element d1/article
is given in Fig. 8 for the queries q ex1 and q ex2 .
Weighting the tags
As we suppose that the tags may be used to emphasize words, they can be exploited to improve the detection of relevant information. In order to measure the capacity of a tag to emphasize terms in relevant passages, a weight is estimated for each tag using a training set. For each tag b ∈ B, this weight is computed following the learning method proposed by Géry and Largeron [17] : It is based on the probability that b marks either a relevant position 4 or an irrelevant one. This weight is afterward used to modulate the influence function of the term occurrences.
A first set of queries with assessments is used as a training set. Given this learning set, a contingency table (Table 1) is built. In this contingency table, R q (e) is the set of the relevant positions in the element e ∈ E for the topic q ∈ Q, and M b (e) is the set of the positions of e marked by the tag b ∈ B.
The weight w b (q) of a tag b for a query q is defined by:
with: The parameter s is a smoothing parameter, which was fixed at 0.5 in our experiments. In fact, we believe that the capacity of a tag to highlight relevant terms (or on the contrary to reduce their visibility) is intrinsic to the tag itself and is not dependent on the query. Thus, we estimate the weight w b for each tag b instead of a weight for each pair (tag b, query q). This weight w b of a tag b is defined as the average on the learning set of queries, according to the formula:
Modulating influence function shapes
Then, the weights of the tags are integrated into the score of an element. More precisely, the weights of the tags are used to modulate the influence function of the query term occurrences with two methods. In the first one, the height of the triangle is modified and the resulting influence function of a term is as follows:
and in the second one, both the height and the width of the triangle are modified and the resulting influence function of a term is as follows: Figure 9 shows the modulation of the influence function of the query q ex1 = "composer AND museum" on the positions of the document d 1 using the following tag weights: w title = 1.5, w b = 1.4, w p = 0.9, according to the strategies ph (on the left) and phw (on the right). The score of the logical element d1/article[1]/bdy[1]/p[1] using these tag weights is given in Fig. 10 for the queries q ex1 and q ex2 .
Experiments
The framework for our experiments is INEX, 5 the international XML IR campaign which is presented in the next section with the related evaluation measures (Sect. 4.2) and experimental protocol (Sect. 4.3). Then, we describe our query building method in Sect. 4.4, and finally, the selection and weighting of the tags in Sect. 4.5. [40] . This collection contains a significant amount for two queries q ex1 and q ex2 , using the three tag weights:
of structured XML data. It also contains relevance assessments measured at the character granularity, 7 which allows evaluation of the quality of Focused XML IR systems.
The corpus includes 2,666,190 articles from the Wikipedia encyclopedia, and 120 topics with the relevance judgments (68 of them were used during the 2009 INEX edition, and the remaining 52 topics were used during the 2010 edition). The original Wiki syntax was converted by the organizers into XML, using tags for the logical structure (e.g., article, sec, and p), formatting tags (e.g., b and it), link tags (e.g., link and weblink) and semantic tags (e.g., company, song, and writer). Some of the tags belonging to this last category were extracted from the textual content by YAGO [40] .
The documents are strongly structured since they are composed of more than 2 billion XML elements and 101,917,424 of them contain at least 50 characters. There is no DTD defining the available tags. Consequently, there are 32,311 different tags in the collection, although most of them appear in very few articles. Each XML article can be viewed as a tree containing on average 750 elements (with 38 of them containing at least 50 characters). Moreover, the whole articles (textual content + XML structure) represent 50.7 GB of data, whereas the textual content represents only 12 GB. Thus, the structural information (tags and attributes) is four times as large as the textual information.
Moreover, we chose not to use a stemmer or stop word removal, because many experiments have been conducted on the INEX collections, by ourselves and by other INEX participants, and with these collections, stemming has not always proven to be very effective. More precisely, Jia et al. [21] have studied the effect of various stemming algorithms: They have shown that indexing without stemming gives better results than the well-known Porter stemmer and that their refined stemmer improves the results slightly.
Evaluation measures and baseline
We have evaluated our model in the context of the "Relevant in Context Task" (RIC) of the INEX campaign. The scenario underlying this task is the return of a ranked list of articles and within those articles the relevant information captured by a set of non-overlapping elements or passages [1] . Thus, the ranked list of XML elements should be grouped per article.
The evaluation of the Relevant in Context Task is based on the measures of generalized precision and recall over articles [24] . INEX is most interested in overall performances, so the main INEX measure is the mean average generalized precision, MAgP, introduced together with the generalized precision, gP, at INEX 2006 [30] . The score per document is the harmonic mean of precision and recall in terms of the fractions of retrieved and relevant text in the document. It reflects how well the retrieved text matches the relevant text in the document.
The INEX 2010 Relevant in Context task is viewed as a form of "snippet" retrieval, and the evaluation takes length and reading effort into account, including a "Tolerance to Irrelevance" (T2I) score per document into the generalized precision and recall measures [1] . The reading stops when the user's tolerance to irrelevance is met [e.g., 300 irrelevant characters with T2I(300)].
All the results presented here, including those of INEX systems, were computed using the INEX 2010 evaluation programs: inex_eval, version 3.0, including the T2I(300) score per document.
The results obtained with our models are compared with those of the Reference run provided by the organizers. This run, based on a tuned BM25 method, is considered as the baseline in our article. It is important to note that this method, designed for classical information retrieval, has also proved its effectiveness in the context of focused information retrieval, especially during the INEX campaign [1] .
The significance of the improvements against the baseline has been checked by using statistical tests based on Wilcoxon's matched-pairs signed-rank test at the 0.05 level, i.e., the improvement is significant when the p value is <0.05.
Experimental protocol
In the learning stage, the 2009 INEX set of 68 queries and the associated relevance judgments related to the collection composed of 2,666,190 articles, were firstly used as a training set in order to estimate the tag weights w b . Following this step, our indexing and querying experiments were carried out on the same 2,666,190 articles but using the 52 new queries from the 2010 edition of the INEX Ad-Hoc track. The 2010 set of queries is thus used as a testing set. Therefore, even if the same collection of documents is used in both stages: When estimating tag weights (i.e., the training stage), and during IR experiments (i.e., testing stage), it represents in fact two distinct collections from a IR point of view, thanks to the two different sets of queries. The problem of overfitting is thus avoided.
Manual and automatic queries
As explained in Sect. 3.2.2, the proximity model requires Boolean queries. In the first series of experiments, we used a set of manually built Boolean queries based on the official set of 52 topics of INEX 2010. These Boolean queries were mainly built with the terms of the title field of the topic connected with the AND operator, and sometimes the OR operator was also used. For some queries, we also used some variations (synonyms, close concepts) from the description and narrative fields or flexional variants, and in this case, these terms were combined with the OR operator with the original terms of the title field terms. We did not use the field castitle (structured part of the query). For example, the query built for the topic presented in Fig. 2 is as follows: (composer OR composers) AND (dedicated OR dedicate) AND museum.
Then, in the second series of experiments, we used an automatic method to build the query. The main idea is to connect the terms of the topic fields with AND operators, but as the INEX topic titles use two operators ('+' and '−'), we have to take them into account. These operators are given as hints to search engines and do not have strict semantics: '+' is used to emphasize an important concept, and '−' is used to denote an unwanted concept. So the following rules were applied at the lexical level:
-removing of the '+' operator; -replacement of '−' operator by the NOT operator; -the remaining items (simple terms or phrases) are connected by the AND operator.
For example, the automatic query extracted from the topic presented in Fig. 2 is composed of only two terms and one operator: "composer AND museum."
Tag selection and weighting
Another important parameter is the set B l of logical tags that defines what elements are returnable by the system. For the experiments, we selected 12 logical tags considering their frequency in the whole INEX 2009 collection (i.e., the training set) and in the relevant passages. The following criteria were used: -coverage ≥1 %: The ratio between the number of term occurrences marked by the tag and the number of term occurrences in the collection; -top 25 "relevant" tags: The 25 tags having the higher number of occurrences in the relevance judgments (i.e., including at least one relevant character).
It leads to the following set of logical tags:
B l = {article, bdy, col, entry, list, p, reflist, row, sec, ss1, ss2, table}
The set B = B l ∪ B t used in our model was chosen among the 32,311 different tags appearing in the 2,666,190 documents, using the following criteria: -Select frequent tags: number of occurrences ≥1,000; -Select high coverage tags: coverage ≥0.01 %; -Select non-semantic tags: tags without wordnetid attribute (this attribute appears in the semantic tags added by YAGO).
The resulting set was composed of 201 tags. We note that even if this selection eliminates 99.4 % of the 32,311 different tags, most of the tag occurrences are still considered. Indeed, the 0.64 % remaining tags (201/32,311) correspond to more than 99 % of tag occurrences.
The weights of the 201 tags of B = B l ∪ B t , including the 12 logical tags B l , were computed according to Eq. 7. Table 2 presents a sample of B = B l ∪ B t : The ten highest weighted tags together with the tags having a coverage ratio greater than 2 %.
We note that most of the top tags have a very low coverage ratio (e.g., direction, format, and mission). Their impact on the XML elements scoring is thus very low. Most of these tags belong to the category of the semantic tags (anterior to YAGO).
We also note that most of the tags having an important coverage ratio have a structural function in the document (e.g., ss1, ss2, sec, p, list, table, row, and col). Most of them belong to our set B l of logical tags.
Fetch and browse implementation
One objective of our work is to evaluate the effectiveness of the Fetch and Browse approach in the context of focused information retrieval. The INEX campaign uses a tuned BM25 as a baseline. For this reason, we also use it as a baseline in order to allow comparison with the other participants submissions. Moreover, this choice for the Fetch method allows for the analysis of the improvements brought by the Browse method.
Then, the structure enhanced proximity model is used in the browse step in order to choose some elements within a document. The score for each logical element is computed according to formula 6 and the influence functions that take into account tag weights as explained in Sect. 3.4.
More precisely, the idea is to sort the logical elements of the document by decreasing proximity score and to return the top ranked elements. Moreover, the elements that overlap with already returned element are eliminated so that there is no duplication of returned text in the final list.
Results
We will now present the results obtained by our model on the INEX Ad-Hoc 2010 collection. Our objective was firstly to compare our Fetch and Browse approach with the BM25 baseline then to evaluate the use of automatic Boolean queries against the use of manual queries, to study the impact of tag weights in the structure enhanced proximity model, and finally to put the results in the context of the INEX 2010 campaign. Three different models have been evaluated: prox, prox-h, prox-hw. BM25 is used at the fetch step for each model.
-prox: Our structure enhanced proximity model is used at the browse step (cf. Eq. 2).
-prox-h: Our structure enhanced proximity model is used at the browse step, and the tag weights are used to modulate the height of the influence function (cf. Eq. 9). -prox-hw: Our structure enhanced proximity model is used at the browse step, and the tag weights are used to modulate the height and the width of the influence function (cf. Eq. 10). With our model, two series of experiments were performed, using either manually built queries or automatic queries (cf. Sect. 4.4) and the results are respectively presented in Tables 3 and 4 .
Fetch and browse approach
In the first series of experiments, performed with manually built queries, we compare the Fetch and Browse approach (fetch = BM25, browse = prox, prox-h or prox-hw) with the BM25 method alone (noted Reference) using MAgP and gP [10] measures. Table 3 shows the results. Qualitatively, we note that the browse step, based on the structure enhanced proximity model, is useful for focused information retrieval. Quantitatively the improvements are above 25 % for the two evaluation measures. Indeed, the MAgP is equal to 0.1436 for the BM25 model when it is higher or equal to 0.1799 for the other systems. Similarly, the gP [10] is at 0.2322 for BM25, while it reaches at least 0.2952 for the Fetch and Browse approach. These results confirm the effectiveness of a Fetch and Browse approach with a browse step based on a structure enhanced proximity model.
Manual versus automatic queries
In the second series of experiments, we use the same settings for the different systems but with automatic queries built with the title field of the topics (cf. Sect. 4.4). Table 4 displays MAgP and gP [10] measures obtained with the baseline (Reference) and with the structure enhanced proximity models (prox, prox-h or prox-hw).
As previously, we obtain consistent improvements relative to the baseline, though their magnitude is lower, around 10 %. From a statistical point of view, both the MAgP and the gP [10] are significantly improved compared to the baseline except for gP [10] with prox-hw, as indicated by stars in Table 4 .
In Sect. 4.4, an example of a manually built query was given. In the automatic set of queries, there is an average of 3.15 words per query with a standard deviation of 1.30, and in the manual set of queries, the average is 6.19 and the standard deviation is 2.92. As expected, the results are better when the queries are built manually, but the use of manual queries can be seen as a drawback of the proximity models. In fact, our experiments show that this is not a limitation since Boolean queries can be automatically built from the users queries and the results obtained with these automatic queries remain better than those of the baseline. Thus, the proximity based model can be helpful in the context of focused information retrieval even with an automatic transformation of the queries provided by the users.
Tag weighting
Finally, the experiments also aimed at evaluating the impact of the integration of structural hints into the proximity model, in other words, the aim is to compare the proximity based model prox with its variants (prox-h and prox-hw) in which the weights of the tags are integrated in order to modulate the influence function. The results show that the improvement against the baseline varies depending on the way the structure is taken into account. More precisely, the models prox-h and prox give better results than the model prox-hw for the MAgP criterion as well as for gP [10] .
Indeed, with manual queries, in Table 3 , the improvement against the baseline in terms of MAgP, statistically significant, is equal to 27.7 % for prox-h and 27.8 % for prox when it is equal to 25.3 % for prox-hw. The improvement is also statistically significant in terms of gP [10] with 30.2 % for prox-h, 30.3 % for prox and only 27.1 % for prox-hw.
In the same way, with automatic queries, the results of Table 4 confirm the advantage of the models prox and prox-h in comparison with prox-hw with an improvement of 13.5 % for prox-h, 11.7 % for prox, 10.9 % for prox-hw in terms of MAgP, and of 16.9 % for prox-h, 15 % for prox and 14.7 % for prox-hw in terms of gP [10] .
These results show that taking structural information into account (model prox-h) gives better results than the proximity based model prox, especially with automatic queries. Given that the proximity model prox improves the strong baseline based on a well-tuned BM25 weighting function (Reference), the improvement between prox and prox-h, despite being not statistically significant, is very encouraging and confirms the interest of taking structural information into account for focused information retrieval.
Moreover, the structural information helps to improve the results when it is used to modulate the height of the influence function (prox-h), but not when it is used to modulate its width (prox-hw). Thus, we conclude that the tag weights can be helpful to enhance the relevant passages of a document (i.e., improve their relevance score), but not to broaden them (i.e., returning larger passages).
Comparison with the INEX 2010 campaign
To put our results in context, we reproduce in Table 5 the results of the top ten participants in the INEX 2010 campaign Ad-Hoc track Relevant in Context Task. According to Arvola et al. [1] , 18 teams submitted 213 runs. Among them, the run labeled p4-Reference is the reference run we previously used. Among the top ten participants, six 8 are at the document level which means that good document retrieval models perform quite well in the context of focused retrieval. The four others in the top ten use a fetch and browse approach. Three of them (p22-Emse303R [6] , p167-36p167 [16] , p5-reference [1, p. 18] ) are uniquely or ) uses a language model. For the browse step, p98-I10LIA1FTri uses a very crude approach: It returns one element, the first section of the document. The p5-reference run is rather less crude as it returns the first section containing at least one of the search terms. Only p167-36p167 and p22-Emse303R use non trivial browse approaches. p167-36p167 is based on the selection of the elements that contain all the query words and a ranking with four features, two of them based on the proximity of the query words. Finally, the run p22-Emse303R was submitted by us and the model is very similar to the one described here. There are three differences: (i) The fetch was done with a mixture between the BM25 Reference run and the proximity model used at the article level, (ii) the list of logical tags was different from the one used here because these logical tags were manually selected, and (iii) propagation of title terms was used as in [4] (details can be found in [6] ). Concerning the first difference, we explained in Sect. 4.6 why we wanted to use the actual BM25 Reference run for the fetch step. Concerning the two other differences, we wanted to use an automatic method to select, weight and exploit the logical tags in the focused retrieval model so that the same method could be used with another collection. So we choose here to focus on two components: proximity use and tag weights in the browse step.
As can be seen in Table 5 , of our six runs, four of them would have obtained the second rank in the official ranking of the INEX 2010 campaign, and the two others would have obtained the third rank.
Conclusion and future work
Several editions of the XML IR evaluation campaign INEX have shown the difficulty of retrieving small units of information using the traditional IR models.
In order to handle this focused retrieval task, the approach presented in this article is based on a Fetch and Browse method. During the fetch step, documents are ranked using a traditional BM25 model, then during the browse step, parts of the documents returned in the fetch step are extracted and ranked, using our model based on proximity enhanced with structural hints. As the proximity model requires Boolean queries, in our experiments, we used a first set of manually built Boolean queries and a second one automatically built.
The evaluation of this model on a large XML structured collection (INEX 2010 Wikipedia collection) shows that the use of term proximity and structure enhances the effectiveness of the traditional model in the context of focused information retrieval. Particularly, compared to the BM25 "fetch only" approach or to the Fetch and Browse method with the basic proximity model, the experiments confirm the effectiveness of taking structural information into account for focused information retrieval, especially when the tag weights are used to modulate the height of the influence function.
Moreover, a second series of experiments shows that it is possible to build the set of Boolean queries automatically, using an initial set of queries provided by users. The results obtained by our model with these automatic queries are not as good as with the manual queries, but remain significantly better than the baseline results. The structure enhanced proximity model can thus be easily implemented for focused information retrieval with user's queries.
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